The unparalleled evolution of wireless communications is reflected in the tremendous investments on research and development, targeted at the continuous introduction of innovations that could serve the information society. This has led to the coexistence and complementary exploitation of versatile, legacy and also emerging radio access technologies (RATs), such as: wireless wide area networks (such as 2G/2.5G/3G/3G? mobile communications, the IEEE 802.16 suite and WiMAX), broadcasting technologies, wireless short range networks (such as WLANs/WPANs and wireless sensor networks). Moreover, the wireless world is currently migrating towards the B3G (Beyond the 3rd Generation) era. In the B3G era, network operators (NOs) will have to address increased complexity due to the heterogeneity of the network and terminal infrastructure, the ever-increasing user requirements, the co-existence and need for complementary exploitation of various RATs. A NO should rely on different RATs for raising the customer satisfaction, and achieving the required quality of service (QoS) levels, cost-effectively.
The first paper ''Mobility Management Strategies in Heterogeneous Cognitive Radio Networks'', by Z. Damljanovic presents the requirements for mobility management tasks, along with the mobility management protocol architecture, in order to fulfill these requirements, taking into account cross layer design, regardless the underlying radio technology.
The second paper, titled ''Comprehensive Capacity Ensured Distributed Binary Power Allocation in Dense Cognitive Networks'' is authored by C. Zhao and K. Kwak. The contribution of this paper is twofold; first, the paper analyses the case that the secondary nodes can detect both transmitter and receiver of the primary system. Thereafter, the case that the secondary nodes only have the information about the primary transmitter is discussed thoroughly. A general power allocation scheme, suitable for both cases is also presented and discussed.
The third paper is authored by Z. Feng, Q. Zhang, D. Fan, L. Liang and P. Zhang and is titled ''Self-Configuration for Wireless Local Area Networks''. This paper focuses on two key issues of self-configuration, namely network condition awareness and corresponding configuration decision, so as to minimize the complexity of the configuration of the new deployed Access Point.
The fourth paper, titled ''High-Level Design Approach for the Specification of Cognitive Radio Equipments Management APIs'', authored by C. Moy, asserts that it is necessary to add, apart from real-time radio adaptation and sensing capabilities, inside the cognitive radio equipments some management facilities. In the paper a high-level design approach for the specification of a management framework is proposed.
The last paper, authored by L. Lima and A. Calsavara and titled ''Autonomic Application-Level Message Delivery Using Virtual Magnetic Fields'', presents the use of the concept of magnetic fields borrowed from physics to enable selforganizing message forwarding on overlay networks over physical networks with possibly mobile nodes.
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